ABSTRACT. A compact hypergroup is called almost discrete if it is homeomorphic to the one-point-compactification of a countably infinite discrete set. If the group U p of all/7-adic units acts multiplicatively on the/?-adic integers, then the associated compact orbit hypergroup has this property. In this paper we start with an exact projective sequence of finite hypergroups and use successive substitution to construct a new surjective projective system of finite hypergroups whose limit is almost discrete. We prove that all compact almost discrete hypergroups appear in this way-up to isomorphism and up to a technical restriction. We also determine the duals of these hypergroups, and we present some examples coming from partitions of compact totally disconnected groups.
a new projective sequence of finite hypergroups whose connecting homomorphisms are surjective and whose limit is almost discrete. We shall in particular prove that all compact almost discrete hypergroups appear in this way, if the identity has a neighbourhood base consisting of normal subhypergroups. As the latter exists at least in the commutative case, it follows that we at least obtain all commutative compact almost discrete hypergroups by our construction. Section 3 is devoted to dual spaces of compact almost discrete hypergroups. We shall describe them in terms of the duals of the hypergroups in the exact sequences from which the compact almost discrete hypergroup is constructed. Finally, Section 4 contains some examples. We there in particular present a method to derive examples from certain group partitions. Our method generalizes a construction of Spector [12, 13 ].
Preliminaries.
For an introduction to hypergroups we generally refer to Jewett [8] and to Bloom and Heyer [2] . All notation will be standard and is the same as in Voit [18, 19] . However, we here recapitulate some notations and facts for the convenience of the reader.
Let K be a locally compact (Hausdorff) space. Then by M(K), M b (K), Af^(K), and M X (K) we denote all Radon measures, the bounded ones, those that are bounded and nonnegative, and the probability measures on K respectively. The spaces C b (K), Co(K) and C C (K) consist of the C-valued continuous bounded functions on K, those that are continuous and zero at infinity, and those that are continuous and compactly supported respectively. S x G M l (K) is the point measure at x G K. [16] and Zeuner [24] ). Let (K, *) and (7, •) be hypergroups with identities ej and e#. A continuous mapping/?: K -> J is a hypergroup homomorphism if Sp^X) • £p(y) = p(8 x * 8y) for all x,y £ K. It is easy to see that then P(CK) = ej and, for x G K, ej G {p(x)} • {p(x)} and thus/?(x) = p(x) holds. p is a hypergroup isomorphism if it is also a homeomorphism. Now let H be a compact normal subhypergroup ofK with normalized Haar measure UH-Then the coset space K/H bears a natural hypergroup structure such that the quotient mapping ir.K-* K/H is a hypergroup homomorphism. In this case, is an isometric isomorphism of Banach algebras. [8] and Voit [17] forjc 9 yeM-L, 2. Construction of compact, almost discrete hypergroups. In this paper the following definition will be convenient: DEFINITION 2.1. A topological space K is called almost discrete ifK is countably infinite and every element of K except for exactly one point is isolated.
Hypergroup homomorphisms (Voit

Orbital morphisms (see Jewett
As a hypergroup is discrete if and only if its identity element is isolated (Jewett [8] , Theorem 7. IB), the cluster point of an almost discrete hypergroup has to be the identity element.
The purpose of this section is to discuss a general principle for constructing compact, almost discrete hypergroups. The method is based on successive substitution of finite subhypergroups and then taking a projective limit of hypergroups. 
is a surjective projective system of hypergroups. Let K be its projective limit.
H can be regarded as subhypergroup of K in a natural way (see Section 4 of Voit [ 18]), and we have the following commutative diagram
Let (Hi,gij 9 N) be a projective system of hypergroups. For abbreviation we denote the new projective system (£/,g J,/ , N) by ?S(Hi,gij, N).
REMARKS 2.3. (1) The hypergroups H t are compact, totally disconnected, commutative, symmetric or unimodular if and only if the projective limit K has the same property. This is a consequence of the fact that these properties are obviously preserved under substitution and surjective projective limits (see Voit [18, 19] ).
(2) Let (Hi,gij 9 N) be a surjective projective system of hypergroups and (K i ,g i^, N) the associated system according to 2.2. It follows inductively that then the homomorphisms from /// into K t are hypergroup isomorphisms. Thus, PS transforms surjective projective systems into isomorphic ones. In particular, as PS(i//,g /j7 , N) is surjective for any projective system (///,gy, N), it follows that PS is an idempotent operation.
(3) For a finite sequence of hypergroups Hi, the idea of the construction 2.2 can be also found in Section 4.4 of Voit [19] .
We are interested in constructing compact, almost discrete hypergroups. The following proposition yields a sufficient condition such that the limit K of a projective system PS(Hi,gij, N) is compact and almost discrete. Remark 2.3(2) above shows that the conditions are far from being necessary. (
is not isolated in K if and only if \gY+\i(xi)\ > 2 for infinitely many i G N. (3) IfH = {e}, and if the mappings g,-+i,/: H i+ \ -> Hi are not injectivefor infinitely many i G N, then K is a compact, almost discrete hypergroup.
PROOF. Clearly, H and K are compact, second countable, and totally disconnected. Hence, ^:={*I}X...X{J9}X n*/cn*«-
is a surjective projective system, x is not isolated in K if and only if |(g i+1,, )~1 (*/)l ^ 2 for infinitely many i £ N. By the construction of (K i9 gJ 9 N), this is equivalent to the fact that Ig^H,/(*')I ^ 2 for infinitely many / G N. (3) It follows from the parts (1) and (2) that K is an infinite, compact hypergroup such that each x G K -{e} is isolated. In particular, e must be a cluster point. As K is second countable, we see that K is countably infinite. This completes the proof.
2.5.
Let (H i9 gij, N) be a projective system of hypergroups as introduced in Section 2.2. Suppose that kerng /? /_i C gi+i,i(Hi+\) for all i > 2. We consider the open subhypergroups Wi := gi+2,i(H i+ 2) of Hi. Assume that all Wt are finite and that g i+ \j induces a hypergroup isomorphism between W i+ \ and Wi for each / G N. These assumptions in particular imply that the Hj are discrete and, for / > 3, finite. Moreover, the projective limit H is isomorphic to all Wi.
We now restrict our attention to the case that all Hi are finite. Let K be the limit of the projective system (Ki,^J\ N) = ?S(H i9 gij 9 N). By Proposition 2.4, x = (JC/) /(EN G K is not isolated if and only if x G H C K and jgjii f (JC|)| > 2 for infinitely many / G N. In particular, if for each JC G //there exist infinitely many / E N satisfying |g^(x/)| > 2, then AT is a compact hypergroup whose non-isolated points form a finite subhypergroup isomorphic to H. Theorem 2.6 below shows that, under a mild restriction, the converse statement is also true.
Before stating this result, we consider an important special case which leads to compact, almost discrete hypergroups. In the setting above, W t = {e} means that gi+2,i+\(Hi+i) = kerngj+i,/ holds. If this is true for all / E N, then the projective system (Hi,gij, N) is called exact. Using the conclusion above, we see that the projective limit of PS(///,gy, N) is a compact, almost discrete hypergroup if (Hi,gy, N) is an exact projective system of finite hypergroups such that infinitely many //, are not trivial. PROOF. In order to check that U x is a subhypergroup, take yuyi G U x . Then S yi * S n * S x = S yi *6 X = S x and thus S z * S x = £* for all z G supp^, * S yi ). Similar arguments yield S x * <S Z = <$* and <5 Z * £* = S x * <S Z = ^ for z G supp(^, * S y2 ). As l/^ is also closed under involution, U x is a subhypergroup.
We next note that x $ U x since otherwise S x =S X * S x in contradiction iox^ e. To show that U x is open in AT, we first recapitulate that the space C(K) of all compact non-void subsets of K carries a natural topology (for details see Jewett [8] and Michael [9] ), and that, by the hypergroup axioms, the mapping
is continuous with respect to this topology. As S x *8 e = S x and as {x} is isolated in C(K), the set \u G AT: supp(£ x *5 W ) = {JC}} is open. If we apply this argument also to the other equations which characterize U X9 it follows that U x is open.
We next investigate the measure r := (S x * S x )\u x . Since U x is open, and since e G supp(£x *S X ) 9 it follows that r is a nontrivial, bounded and positive measure on U x . Moreover, forj> G U x ,we have is a consistent generalized orbital morphism. As {x} * t/,-+i = {JC} = {x} * C//+2 for all x EK-Ui*Vby construction, r, is bijective and hence an isomorphism. Obviously, r t is equal to the identity on the common subhypergroup (£/, * V)j U i+ 2 of the hypergroups
T*6 y = (T*8 y )\u x = (S x * S x * S y -(S x * S x )\ K -u
Let (Ki,gij, N) be the projective system associated with the hypergroups Hi = (£/,_i * V)j U i+ \ and I, = ([/,* F)/ l//+i according to Section 2.2. Now we construct inductively hypergroup isomorphisms r,:^, --> K/U i+ \ for /€ Nas follows: Using K\ = H\ = K/U2, we take ri to be the identity. If 17 is constructed, then r,-induces an obvious isomorphism Let (Hi,g;j, N) be an exact projective system of hypergroups as introduced in Section 2.2. Then, in particular, the hypergroups Hi are discrete and, for / > 3, also finite (cf. Section 2.5). As above we put L t := g /+ i/(///) and assume that L t is non-trivial for infinitely many z E N. We now determine the limit K of?S(H i9 gij, N) explicitly. By Theorem 2.6, this includes all compact, almost discrete hypergroups which admit a neighbourhood base of the identity consisting of normal subhypergroups. THEOREM 2.9. Retaining the situation above, we realize K as follows: The assertion of Theorem 2.9 now follows from the convolution on the hypergroups K t and the construction of a projective limit of hypergroups; see the proof of Theorem 2.2 ofVoit[18].
REMARK 2.10. It is difficult to find attractive criteria when the application of the construction PS to two given projective systems leads to projective systems with isomorphic limits. Clearly, the information about the structure of a given compact, almost discrete hypergroup will be optimal if the subhypergroups I/,-in the proof of Theorem 2.6 are as large as possible.
3. The dual space. We next compute the dual space K of the hypergroup K as studied in Theorem 2.9 above in terms of the dual spaces of the hypergroups 7/,. For details on (irreducible) representations of hypergroups see Bloom and Heyer [1] , Jewett [8] and Vrem [20] . For annihilators in K we refer to Bloom and Heyer [1, 2] and Voit [16, 18, 19] . (1) For each irreducible representation T ofH\ on some Hilbert space H, By Theorem 2.6, AT can be regarded as the limit of a projective system of finite hypergroups which is constructed by the operation PS of Section 2.2. To construct an appropriate projective system, we consider the projective system (G,////,^, N) of finite groups GijHi with the connecting homomorphisms g tJ : Gi/Hi -> GjjHj, xH t ^ xHj for i >j.
Then (Kug*, N) := PS(G,-///,-, g,y, N) is a surjective projective system. To show that its limit is isomorphic with K, we use the fact that the hypergroups Kj are constructed by successive substitutions. It follows inductively that Kj is given by It is now obvious that K is isomorphic to the projective limit of(K i9 gJ 9 N).
